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Abstract: Trajectories connecting LEOs with halos around libration points of the Earth–
Moon CRTBP are presented. Exploiting the coupled circular restricted three-body problem
approximation suitable first guess trajectories are derived detecting intersections between
stable manifolds related to halo orbits of EM spatial CRTBP and Earth-escaping trajectories
integrated in planar SE CRTBP. The accuracy of the intersections in configuration space and the
discontinuities in terms of ∆v are controlled through the box covering structure implemented
in the software GAIO. Finally first guess solutions are optimized in the bicircular four-body
problem and single-impulse and two-impulse transfers are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This work deals with the design of trajectories connecting
LEOs (low Earth orbits) with halo orbits around libration points of the Earth–Moon CRTBP, Szebehely (1967),
using impulsive manoeuvres. The interest for such transfers comes mainly from the importance of halo orbits as
possible location for lunar far-side data relay satellites; in
particular a satellite evolving on a halo orbit will always
maintain line of sight contact with the Earth and Moon’s
far side, Farquhar (1969).
Indeed,it is taken into account a hE = 167 km altitude
parking orbit and a family of halo orbits associated to L2
Lagrangian point. As widely used in literature, suitable
first guess trajectories are derived exploiting the coupled
circular restricted three-body problem approximation, Belbruno and Miller (1993); Koon et al. (2001). This method
consists in the superposition of two different CRTBPs,
namely the SE (Sun–Earth) and EM (Earth–Moon) restricted problems. The transfer trajectories are obtained
patching together on convenient Poincaré sections the
invariant manifolds related to periodic orbits of the two
systems. Such transfers are achieved if the Poincaré maps
of the two problems intersect almost exactly in the configuration space.
In the current case, intersections between the stable manifolds - related to EM halo orbits - and Earth escape trajectories - integrated in the planar SE CRTBP - have to be
detected. This is done using the software package GAIO:
n-dimensional Poincaré maps are replaced by a collection
of n-dimensional boxes, each one identified by a vector
containing its center and the radii in each dimensions. The
implemented box covering structure allows to deal with
flows of different dimensions in an efficient way. Moreover,
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the accuracy of the intersections in the configuration space,
as well as the discontinuities in terms of ∆v, are controlled
through the parameters of the box covering. This exploration is systematically performed combining various halo
orbits and Earth-escaping trajectories, with a choice of
different Poincaré sections.
Then, first guess solutions are optimized through a direct
method approach and multiple shooting technique, Betts
(1998), in the framework of the Sun-perturbed Earth–
Moon bicircular four-body problem, Simó et al. (1995).
Finally, trajectories with single-impulse and two-impulse
manoeuvres are presented and compared with results
already known in literature, Parker (2006).
2. DYNAMICAL MODELS
In this section we present the dynamical system we will
use to study the motion of a spacecraft in a field of three
massive bodies.
2.1 Circular Restricted Three-Body Problem
The circular restricted three-body problem (CRTBP),
Szebehely (1967), studies the motion of a massless particle
P moving in the gravitational field of two main primaries,
with masses m1 > m2 . The primaries are supposed to
move under their mutual gravity in circular orbits around
the center of mass and their motion is not affected by the
third particle. In this paper P represents the spacecraft
while the role of primaries is played by Sun and Earth (SE
CRTBP) or by Earth and Moon (EM CRTBP).
In a rotating reference frame where the units of measure
are normalized so that the distance between the primaries,
the modulus of their angular velocity and the total mass
are equal to 1, the motion for the third body is governed
by the equation

(

ẍ − 2ẏ = Ωx
ÿ + 2ẋ = Ωy
z̈ = Ωz

ẍ − 2ẏ = ΩBx
ÿ + 2ẋ = ΩBy
(4)
z̈ = ΩBz
ms
s
where ΩB = Ω+ m
rs − Rs2 (x cos θ+y sin θ). In literature it is
common to refer to the dynamical system (4) as the Sun–
Perturbed Earth–Moon Bicircular Restricted Three-Body
problem, Simó et al. (1995). Nevertheless, the bicircular
model is not coherent because the motion of the primaries
does not solve the three-body problem.
(

(1)

µ
1
where Ω(x, y, z) = 21 (x2 + y 2 ) + 1−µ
r1 + r2 + 2 µ(1 − µ) is the
effective potential of the system and the subscripts denote
partial derivatives. Here µ = m2 /(m1 + m2 ) is the mass
ratio, while r12 = (x+µ)2 +y 2 +z 2 and r22 = (x−1+µ)2 +y 2
are the distance from the spacecraft respectively to the
larger and the smaller primary. The system (1) has a first
integral of motion, the Jacobi integral, defined as:
C(x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż) = 2Ω(x, y, z) − (ẋ2 + ẏ 2 + ż 2 )
(2)
∗
As C varies, the family of 5-dimensional energy manifolds
M(C ∗ ) = {(x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż) : C(x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż) = C ∗ }
is a foliation of the 6-dimensional phase space. For every
C ∗ the solution in the configuration space of the equation
C ∗ = 2Ω(x, y, z) detects the zero-velocity surface, which
bounds the Hill’s region where the motion is possible and
where it is forbidden.

The system (1) admits five equilibrium points, referred to
as Lagrange points and denoted with Li, i : 1 . . . 5: three
of them L1, L2, L3 lie on the x-axis and represent collinear
configurations, while L4, L5 correspond to equilateral configurations.
The topology of the Hill’s region changes in correspondence to the values Ci of the Jacobi constant relative to the
libration points, allowing to open necks between different
regions on the configuration space.
The collinear libration points, as well as the continuous
families of planar and spatial periodic orbits surrounding
them, have a saddle-center type stability character: the invariant manifold related to these orbits act as separatrices
in the energy manifold and provide dynamical channels
in the phase space useful for design low cost spacecraft
trajectories.
In this work the planar SE CRTBP and the spatial EM
CRTBP are combined to the purpose of design initial
guesses trajectories connecting a low Earth orbit with an
halo orbit around L2 in the EM system.
2.2 Bicircular Restricted Four-Body Problem
The bicircular four-body model (BCRFBP) is a restricted
four-body problem where two of the primaries (the Earth
and the Moon) are moving in circular orbit around their
center of mass B that is at the same time orbiting, together
with the last mass (the Sun), around the barycenter of
all the system. The motion of the primaries are supposed
to be co-planar and with constant angular velocity. The
equations of motion of the BCRFBP are written in the EM
synodical reference frame and the physical quantities are
normalized as in the EM CRTBP. Let ms be the Sun mass,
Rs the distance between the Sun and the origin of the
frame B and ωs the angular velocity of the Sun. Moreover
let θ(t) = θ0 − ωs t the angle between the Earth–Moon line
and the Sun, and rs the Sun-spacecraft distance:
rs2 = (x − Rs cos θ)2 + (y − Rs sin θ)2 + z 2 .
(3)
The motion of the massless particle solves the system of
differential equations

3. TRAJECTORY DESIGN
The aim of this paper is to find trajectories in the bicircular
model, starting from a LEO and targeting a halo orbit
around L2 in the EM restricted problem. Since the phase
space of the four-body system is poor of useful dynamical
properties, like equilibrium points or invariant manifolds,
the design is first performed in the CRTBP and then the
initial guess trajectories are optimized to be solution of
the bicircular model.
The model adopted as approximation of the Sun-EarthMoon-spacecraft restricted four-body problem is the so
called Patched Restricted Three-Body Problem. It consists
in the superposition of two CRTBPs with a common
primary, namely the Sun–Earth CRTBP and the Earth–
Moon CRTBP. The structure of the invariant manifolds
associated to periodic orbits around the collinear libration
points provides natural transfers from and to the smaller
primaries. Then, by means of a Poincaré section the two
legs of the trajectory are joined together, eventually with
an impulsive manoeuvre, yielding a low energy ballistic
transfer.
According to this procedure, the design of LEO-to-halo
trajectories is conceived in two different stages: the Earth
escape stage and the halo capture stage. In the first part
the planar SE CRTBP is exploited to leave a LEO orbit
of hE = 167 km of altitude, then the invariant manifold of
the three-dimensional EM CRTBP is followed to obtain
a natural transfer to halo orbits. The Poincaré section
is chosen as a hyperplane in the phase space passing
through the Earth and perpendicular to the (x, y) plane.
Its inclinations with respect to the positive x-semiaxis in
the SE and EM synodical reference frame are denoted
respectively with ϕB and ϕC and represent two of the free
design parameters.
3.1 Earth Escape Stage
As above mentioned, the departure leg of the transfer
consists in a trajectory leaving a LEO orbit and integrated
in planar SE CRTBP until the section S(ϕB ) is reached.
The launch point yE (ϕA , ∆vE ) is identified by the angle
ϕA that the position on LEO forms with the Sun-Earth
line and by the ∆vE manoeuvre applied to insert the
spacecraft into the translunar trajectory (see Fig. 1(a)).
The manoeuvre is chosen tangential with magnitude in
the range I = [3200, 3285] m/s. The choice of the interval
I follows from the fact that the Jacobi constant associated
to the spacecraft, in the SE coordinates system, needs
to be decreased from the value related to a LEO orbit,
CSE ≈ 3.07053, to a value just below C2 , that has been
shown to reveal good opportunities for the design.

(a) Earth escape trajectory.

(a) ESE ∩ W s (λ2 ) in the r1 , z coordinates.

(b) Halo arrival trajectory.

Fig. 1.

The two stages of the Earth-to-halo trajectory design.

For a set of 2000 value of ϕA ∈ [0, 2π] and every integer
value of ∆vE ∈ I, the initial state yE (ϕA , ∆vE ) is forward
integrated in the SE CRTBP at most for one unit of time.
For a value of the angle ϕB , let PSE be the set of all
the intersections that such paths have with the section
SB (ϕB ).

3.2 Halo Capture Stage
The second phase of the design exploits the (exterior)
stable branch of the EM manifold related to a target
halo orbit λ2 around L2. The stable manifold W s (λ2 ) is
integrated backwards starting from λ2 until the surface
SC (ϕC ) is reached: let PEM the associated Poincaré map.
The halo orbit is identified by the nominal point yh where
the plane {y = 0} is intersected with positive ẏ, while
the state y(t) of a generic point on the stable manifold is unequivocally determined by two time parameters
(τh , τsm ). Denoting the insertion point yins = φ(yh , 0; τh ),
obtained by means of a forward integration (i.e. assuming
τh ≥ 0), a generic point on the stable manifold reads
ysm = φ(ỹins , 0; τsm ) (see Fig. 1(b)). Assuming τsm ≤ 0,
a backward integration is taken into account starting from
ỹins , which stands for the ε-shift of yins along the stable
direction provided by the monodromy matrix.

(b) ESE ∩ W s (λ2 ) in the r1 , ṙ1 coordinates.

Fig. 2.

Transfer point definition on suitable Poincar’e maps.

3.3 Box Covering Technique
Changing the parameters ϕB , ϕC , ∆vE , ϕA , yins , the
design of the trajectory is restricted to the detection
on the Poincaré section of two points, yB ∈ PSE and
yC ∈ PEM . First the map PSE is transformed in EM
synodical coordinate system, being β = ϕB − ϕC the angle
between the Moon and the Sun-Earth line. Then, in order
to obtain a feasible transfer, the pairs of points yB and
yC which match almost exactly in configuration space are
selected. Moreover, they are chosen to minimize as much
as possible the distance in velocity space. If it is possible
to achieve satisfying intersections in configuration space
between PSE and the subset PEM ∩ {|z| < ε}, the outof-plane components of the velocity of the two points are
always different. This is due because points belonging to
PSE are planar, while those belonging to PEM are spatial.
The search of candidate transfer points is performed using
a box covering structure implemented in the software
package GAIO (Global Analysis of Invariant Objects),
see Dellnitz and Junge (2002) for a detailed description.

An n-dimensional box B(C, R), identified by a center
C = (C1 , · · · , CN ) ∈ RN and a vector of radii R =
(r1 , · · · , rn ) ∈ RN , is defined as
N
B(C, R) = ∩N
i=1 {(x1 , x2 , ....xN ) ∈ R : |xi − Ci | < ri }
Starting from an initial box B0 containing the projection
of PEM on the configuration space, a multiple subdivision
process is carried out to create families Fk of
Ssmaller boxes
{Bk } with the property to cover B0 , i.e. Bk = B0 . In
the k-th subdivision step each rectangle B(C, R) of the
existing collection is subdivided with respect to the j-th
coordinate, where j can vary cyclically or can be chosen
by the user. Once the radii of the boxes in Fk reach
a prescribed size σ̄, the Poincaré map is inserted: only
those boxes Bk with non empty intersection with PEM are
stored, otherwise removed. Denoting with F the collection
of the remaining boxes, the feasibility condition previously
discussed is fulfilled choosing the possible transfer points
B in the intersection F ∩ PSE . Clearly, since the PSE lies
on the {z = 0} plane, only two boxes of F can satisfy this
relation.

In the numerical simulation here presented, the Poincaré
maps are at first transformed in EM cylindrical coordinates (r1 , θ, z, ṙ1 , r1 θ̇, ż) centered in the Earth, then inserted into a collection of boxes with radii σ̄, at most
equal to 10−4 in r1 and z coordinates. In Fig. 2(a), the
intersection - in the space of configurations - of the Earth
escape trajectories (ESE black line) and the stable manifold related to the final halo target (grey curves W s (λ2 ),
for different ϕC ) are shown. The black dots stand for the
intersection of ESE with the {z = 0} plane. According to
Fig. 2(b), it is possible to detect the candidate transfer
points as the ones corresponding to ESE ∩ W s (λ2 ).
4. TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
This section gives firstly a brief introduction of the trajectory optimization approach used in this work, then formulates in details the minimization problems later solved.
Once feasible and efficient first guess solutions are achieved,
combining the two legs of the transfer, an optimization
problem is stated. A given objective function is minimized
taking into account the dynamic of the process.
The dynamical model used to consider the gravitational
attractions of all the celestial bodies involved in the design
process (i.e. the Sun, the Earth, and the Moon) is the spatial BCRFBP described by (4) (written in an autonomous
fashion) with the adding of the acceleration term:

ẍ − 2ẏ = Ω

 ÿ + 2ẋ = ΩBx
By
(5)
z̈ = ΩBz


θ̇ = ωs
According to the formalism proposed by Betts (1998), the
BCRFBP described by (5) is written in the first-order form
ẋ = vx
ẏ = vy
ż = vz
v̇x = 2vy + ΩBx
(6)
v̇y = −2vx + ΩBy
v̇z = ΩBz
θ̇ = ωs

Fig. 3.

Direct multiple shooting scheme.

with vx = ẋ, vy = ẏ and vz = ż. In a compact explicit
form, system (6) reads
ẏ = f [y(t), p, t],

(7)

where f stands for the vector field and the state vector
is y = {x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż, θ}> . The aim is finding y = y(t),
t ∈ [ti , tf ], that minimizes a prescribed scalar performance
index or objective function
J = J(y, p, t),

(8)

while satisfying certain mission constraints. These constraints are represented by the two boundary conditions,
defined at the end points of the optimization problem,
and by the inequality conditions, defined along the whole
arc. These last quantities are derived specifically for the
mission investigated. Moreover, p stands for a vector which
brings together some free parameters useful for the optimization process.
The optimization problem, OP, is then transcribed into
a nonlinear programming, NLP, problem using a direct
approach. This method, although suboptimal, generally
shows robustness and versatility, and does not require explicit derivation of the necessary conditions of optimality.
Moreover, direct approaches offer higher computational efficiency and are less sensitive to variation of the first guess
solutions, Betts (1998). Furthermore, a multiple shooting
scheme is implemented. With this strategy the BCRFBP
dynamics presented by (5) is forward integrated within
N − 1 intervals (in which [ti , tf ] is uniformly split), i.e. the
time domain is divided in the form ti = t1 < · · · < tN = tf ,
and the solution is discretized over the N grid nodes (see
Fig. 3). The continuity of position and velocity is imposed
at their ends, Enright and Conway (1992), in the form of
defects η j = ȳj − yj+1 = 0, for j = 1, . . . , N − 1. The
quantity ȳj stands for the result of the integration, i.e.
ȳj = φ(yj , p, t), tj ≤ tj+1 . The algorithm computes the
value of the states at mesh points, satisfying both boundary and path constraints, and minimizing the performance
index.
Dynamics described by (5) are highly nonlinear and, in
general, lead to chaotic orbits. In order to find accurate
optimal solutions without excessively increasing the computational burden, an adaptive nonuniform time grid has
been implemented. Thus, when the trajectory is close to
either the Earth or the Moon the grid is automatically
refined, whereas in the intermediate phase, where a weak
vector field governs the motion of the spacecraft, a coarse
grid is used. The optimal solution found is assessed a posteriori by forward integrating the optimal initial condition
(with a Runge-Kutta 8th order scheme).

4.1 Two-Impulse Problem Statement

4.2 Single-Impulse Problem Statement

In this section, the approach previously described is exploited to obtain optimal transfers with two-impulsive
manoeuvres.

As for the single-impulse trajectories, the variable vector
is stated as follows:
x = {y1 , . . . , yN , p, t1 , tN }> ,
(19)
where p = {τh , τsm }, which is made up of two free optimization parameters useful to describe the final condition
of the transfer (see Fig. 1(b)).

According to the NLP formalism recalled, the variable
vector is
x = {y1 , . . . , yN , t1 , tN }> .
(9)
The initial conditions read:
ψ i (y1 , t1 ) :=
(
(x1 + µ)2 + y12 + z12 − ri2 = 0
(x1 + µ)(ẋ1 − y1 ) + y1 (ẏ1 + x1 + µ) + z1 ż1 = 0,
(10)
which force the first y1 state of the transfer to belong
to a circular orbit of radius ri = RE + hE , where RE
and hE stand for the Earth radius and the orbit altitude
with respect to the Earth, respectively. The transfer ends
when the spacecraft flies on the stable manifold related to
the final halo. In details, only the continuity in terms of
position is imposed, so that the final condition reads
ψ f = yN − ysm = 0,
(11)
where it is worth noting that yN = {xN , yN , zN }> and
ysm = {xsm , ysm , zsm }> . This means that, after the
initial impulsive maneuver, a second one is required to
inject the spacecraft onto the stable manifold that takes it
ballistically to the final halo orbit associated.
The nonlinear equality constraint vector, made up of
the boundary conditions and the ones representing the
dynamics, is therefore written as follows:
c(x) = {ψ i , η 1 , . . . , η N −1 , ψ f }> .
(12)
Moreover, aiming at avoiding the collision with the two primaries, the following inequality constraints are imposed:
(
2
RE
− (xj + µ)2 − yj2 − zj2 ≤ 0
c
Ψj (yj ) :=
2
(13)
RM
− (xj − 1 + µ)2 − yj2 − zj2 ≤ 0,
j = 2, . . . , N − 1.
Finally, the flight time is searched to be positive, i.e.
Ψt = t1 − tN ≤ 0.
(14)
The complete inequality constraint vector therefore reads:
g(x) = {Ψc2 , . . . , ΨcN −1 , Ψt }> .
(15)
As for the performance index to minimize, this is a scalar
that represents the two velocity variations at the beginning
and at the final node of the transfer, i.e. J(x) = ∆v1 +
∆vN . In details,
p
∆v1 = (ẋ1 − y1 )2 + (ẏ1 + x1 + µ)2 + (z1 )2 − vi , (16)
p
assuming vi =
(1 − mu)/ri as the velocity along the
initial circular parking orbit, and
p
∆vN = (ẋN − ẋsm )2 + (ẏN − ẏsm )2 + (żN − żsm )2 ,
(17)
which represents the discontinuity in terms of velocity
between the translunar trajectory and the stable manifold
related to the final halo.
In summary, the NLP problem for the two-impulse transfers is formulated as follows:
min J(x) subject to c(x) = 0,
(18)
x
g(x) ≤ 0.

The equality constraint vector is defined, as in the previous paragraph, by (12) with the exception of the final
condition: in this case, at the final point of the transfer,
the whole dynamical state is forced to be equal to the one
associated to the stable manifold:
ψ f = yN − ysm = 0,
(20)
where yN = {xN , yN , zN , ẋN , ẏN , żN }> and ysm =
{xsm , ysm , zsm , ẋsm , ẏsm , żsm }> .
In details, a generic point ysm on the stable manifold
is defined as described in section 3.2. Moreover, also the
inequality constraint vector is defined in the same way as
in the two-impulse scenario.
Dealing with the objective index to minimize, this is made
up of only the initial velocity variation, i.e. the magnitude
of the translunar insertion manoeuvre, i.e. J(x) = ∆v1 ,
where
p
∆v1 = (ẋ1 − y1 )2 + (ẏ1 + x1 + µ)2 + (z1 )2 − vi . (21)
Finally, the NLP problem for the low-energy low-thrust
transfers is formulated as proposed by (18) at the end of
the previous section.
5. OPTIMIZED TRANSFER SOLUTIONS
In this section the transfers to halos obtained solving
the optimization process are presented. In the previous
two sections, two families of trajectories are discussed,
according to the number of impulsive manoeuvres that are
allowed. In the following, the optimized solutions are proposed in terms of some relevant performance parameters.
5.1 Trajectories to Halos
Optimal two-impulse and single-impulse solutions are presented. These transfers start from a circular parking orbit
at an altitude of hE = 167 km around the Earth, and reach
a halo orbit around L2, with an out-of-plane amplitude of
Az = 8000 km. The results are shown in table 1 as follows:
the first sol.1 corresponds to the two-impulse low energy
transfer, while solution sol.2 represents a single-impulse
low energy transfer. Then, solutions below the line are
some reference impulsive transfers found in literature.
More in details, Table 1 is so structured: the second
column ∆vi stands for the initial impulsive manoeuvre
that inserts the spacecraft onto the translunar trajectory.
The third column ∆vf represents the final impulsive
manoeuvre that permits the insertion of the spacecraft
onto the stable manifold related to the target halo. For the
solutions computed in this work, the value is present only
for the two-impulse trajectories. The fourth column ∆vt
represents the overall amount of impulsive manoeuvres

Table 1. Two-impulse and single-impulse low
energy transfers to halos around L2. A set of
impulsive reference solutions found in literature is also reported, (Parker (2006)).
Type

∆vi
[m/s]

∆vf
[m/s]

∆vt
[m/s]

∆t
[days]

sol.1

3110

214

3324

98

sol.2

3161

0

3161

97

Parker.1

3132

618

3750

–

Parker.2

3235

0

3235

–

impulsive manoeuvres (see ∆vt ). This happens because
the first guess solution exploits deeply the dynamics of the
RTBPs where they are designed, and later of the Earth–
Moon BRFBP where they are optimized. Moreover, this
trajectory takes explicitly advantage of the initial lunar
flyby. The latter can be seen as a kind of aid in the
translunar orbit insertion, as it reduces the ∆vi required
for that manoeuvre. The lunar flyby performs a change
of plane of the translunar trajectory that allows the insertion of the spacecraft onto the three-dimensional halo
stable manifold without any other manoeuvre. Summarizing, the single-impulse trajectory corresponding to sol.2
acknowledges these remarks, as it shows the lowest global
∆vt = 3161 m/s (with travel time ∆t = 98 days).
6. FINAL REMARKS
In this paper a technique to design two-impulse and
single-impulse low energy transfers has been investigated.
They revealed to be efficient, both in terms of ∆v and
flight time. The optimization approach resulted robust
and versatile, and the obtained solutions have been a
posteriori validated by means of a Runge-Kutta 8th order
scheme. Moreover, through the box covering technique, an
immediate definition of the transfer points in the phase
space was possible, allowing to formalize a systematic
method to intersect three-dimensional manifolds.
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